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Preface: What New Rules?

Every year, the Society for Scholarly Publishing brings together the players in the
traditional scholarly publishing community—publishers, editors, librarians, scholars,
printers, agents, wholesalers, booksellers, and others—to hear about new
developments in such areas of concern to them as content licensing, copyright,
business usage data, and academic publishing.
The program theme of the 2007 annual meeting: “Imagining the Future: Scholarly
Communication 2.0.” Featured speaker: Tim O’Reilly, who coined the phrase Web 2.0.
The hot central question behind the sessions: “Is Web 2.0 just a buzzword, or are there
real opportunities for scholarly publishing lying beneath the hype? Find out how
evolving Internet strategies and technologies can empower you and your
organization.” Other presenters included Larry Sanger (Wikipedia/Citizendium), Paul
Duguid (UC Berkeley), and David Worlock (Outsell, Inc.).
And this is the traditional publishing crowd. You’re reading this book not a moment
too soon.
Copublished with Allworth Press in New York, Elements is the revised version of
the award-winning EEI Press book E-What? A Guide to the Quirks of New Media Style
and Usage. We’ve partnered to offer insights about today’s new readers and new
publishing models, which can be hard to glean on the fly from many different sources.
Mainstream reliance on the Internet as a publishing medium has grown since the
early 1990s to influence nearly every segment of society today: churches, small
merchants, universities, hospitals, charities, museums, multinational corporations, and
newspaper, magazine, and book publishers. Also local, state, and federal government
agencies. Also teenagers, nutcases, politicos, pornographers, crooks, and your talented
cousin Kathy, a pen-and-ink and watercolor artist.
All of these and more tell their stories, sell their wares, and make their cases on the
Web. Thus, to understand what we mean by The New Rules of Creating Valuable
Content for Today’s Readers takes a working knowledge of core communication
concepts and terms directly related to the influence of the Internet.
Some sound so deceptively familiar that you may still be taking them for granted.
Some are so new that you may have been ignoring their new implications as irrelevant
to your still-largely-print-based work up until now.
Whatever your particular spot on the new-media learning curve, you need to be
aware of the implications of these terms, which have fundamentally altered as Internet
use and portable publishing technologies have evolved: literacy, community, usergenerated content, conversational media, Web writing style. Information search,
access, hierarchy, and usability. Standard American English usage. Editing.
Publishing. Reading. Content.
This book’s focus is framed by a handful of essential rules—attitudes, really—that
all who aspire to creating valuable content for their audiences will take to heart:
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Keep alive a relentless curiosity about effective ways to craft and present
comprehensible, credible, useful messages.
Show respect for the diverse needs and preferences of the wide world of
information seekers by making informed structural decisions that allow multiple
avenues of access.
Strive for a flexible attitude toward linguistic informality and innovation without
abandoning the imperatives of correct grammar, consistent style, accurate
reporting, clear writing, and user-focused design.
Stay aware of and open to research on usability, readability, and shifting
demographics; and new publishing technologies.
Accept the fact that readers want help not only finding what’s relevant to them but
also avoiding what’s not. Today’s information seekers hate wasting time. An
honestly packaged communication agenda is a strategic asset even when it says to
some people “not for you.”
Perhaps most of all, work at staving off cynicism. Allow yourself to welcome (or at
least keep a wary eye out for) each announcement of the Next Cool Thing coming out
of the yearly International Consumer Electronics Show. Accept with as much grace as
possible the truth that being a content creator means a life of instability: learning,
relearning, unlearning.
Everyday, we make leaps of faith in the power of written and visual
communications. We can’t do that if, like Road Runner crossing a canyon on a high
wire, we look down and let all the electronica we don’t own, don’t know how to use,
and haven’t even heard of intimidate us.
Half of this edition is entirely new and half is extensively updated. All of it offers
guidance for setting a consistent, contemporary editorial style that will serve you well
in print and online. You may not agree with everything in the newly added analyses of
pivotal trends, but you cannot afford to ignore them—or the influence of the Internet
on print publishing.
The chapter on Web style goes beyond “write it short, chunk it, and link it” to offer
perspective on readying publications for more than one destination. Chapters on
maintaining distinctions that still matter and handling new usage encourage you to
make decisions that aid readers, regardless of the publishing medium. Letting go of
overly complex, counterproductive, outdated rules, and rules that were never truly
rules at all, is a part of the editorial decisionmaking process.
The chapter on compiling proprietary style guides encourages you to follow
intelligent precedents and trust yourself to make your own exceptions. Those
responsible for making proprietary style decisions when the traditional authorities are
silent or disagree are contributing to the new Standard American English lexicon—so
we recommend being able to explain the rationale for nonstandard style and usage,
beyond “we’ve always done it that way” and “nobody remembers why we do it that
way.”
We end with an only slightly ironic coda on the future of book publishing. It’s a
negotiated settlement between the comfort of static printed content and the undeniable
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pragmatic pull of e-content. An appendix of useful resources for continuing education
follows, and an index to aid quick lookup. But quite honestly, this book is meant to be
read thoughtfully, critically—not hit-and-run.
And to that end, in this book, we’ve chosen to honor legitimate style alternatives in
directly quoted excerpts, as well as other proprietary style preferences, even when they
differ from EEI Press and Allworth Press style. So in a quotation that uses British
English style, we do not alter that convention of placing a comma outside the ending
quotation mark. And if one company does not use a comma before Inc. in its name, we
do not insert it, but if another company does, we retain the comma. This means that
skimming readers might think they’re superficial inconsistencies. Well, they are—but
it’s deliberate. In a book about the influence of the Internet, this seems apt. Web users
encounter various Englishes, even on the same site, if the content comes from authors
who have US, Canadian, British, and other kinds of native English.
In general, targeted-information seekers are less interested in utterly consistent
mechanical style than editors believe, as long as treatments are nonintrusive and as
consistent as possible within a given micro-context. Waffling and decisionmaking
nonstandard in any widely used style, in the same document or across a series of
closely linked items, are what rattles reader confidence in a publisher’s
professionalism and the value of content.
An integral element of Internet style—of all forms of publishing, really—is us.
Idiosyncratic, emotional, one-of-a-kind human beings, we’re still interested in the
sound of the human voice, the extension of a helping hand. More than ever, in the Age
of Information Sharing, we are in the game of clear communications together. We’re
grateful whenever a message seems meant for us.
The medium may be the message du jour, but publishing ultimately devolves upon
labor-intensive investments of time, attention, care, trust, wit, technical skill,
judgment, common sense, and—so we like to think—goodwill. We still seem to have
an awful lot to say to one another, don’t we? Stop by eeicom.com/press/istyle to
continue the conversation.
Linda Jorgensen, for the Editors of EEI Press
Spring 2007
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Excerpt from the Foreword to the First Edition

The Internet would be easy to understand and talk and write about if only it would stop
changing every week—but instead, some novel terms of art turn into hackneyed
clichés and others become mainstream shorthand.
I started writing about the online world for the Washington Post in mid-1994; in a
lot of ways, I’m still figuring out what is and is not obvious about all this. The
linguistic target keeps moving, and I don’t expect this situation to change for a long
time. The point of the text we’re working on shouldn’t keep moving around, however,
and that’s why a guidebook like this is helpful. In self-defense, as we try to keep up
with the fluidity of Internet style, we need some baselines.
Here’s a baseline we can all agree on: Writing and speaking about the Web, and
about any other technical topic—quantum physics, the history of NASA’s Apollo
program, automotive maintenance, or Bruce Springsteen bootlegs—should aim to nail
down meanings without clouting the thumb of the everyday reader. Unnecessary
jargon, unexplained acronyms, and jarring inconsistencies can quash attention and
slow comprehension.
Consider, for instance, the issue of how to describe Usenet newsgroups—a topic
that, about a decade ago, provoked constant arguments on the alt.internet.mediacoverage newsgroup (itself a casualty of Internet evolution—here today, gone today).
Coverage in the mass media would most often describe these forums as Internet
message boards or online bulletin boards. The true believers, who had been holding
forth on Usenet for years before any newspaper had an inkling that a story could
originate there, flamed (that is, vituperatively criticized) the “old media” for “not
getting it.” Meanwhile, the few journalists online at that point argued, essentially,
“Look, nobody’s going to be that confused by this term, and at least people will have a
chance of getting the analogy.”
Those journalists had a point, but they were wrong. Not referring to Usenet as
Usenet or newsgroups as newsgroups meant that readers had no easy way of trying
this resource out for themselves with their own software, which didn’t and still doesn’t
use terms like message boards or bulletin boards. Details do matter—especially since
readers can go check things out for themselves.
A similar debate has been going on about how to specify a Web site’s location
(which, incidentally, I don’t call a URL unless I’m writing for a technical audience—
what’s wrong with “address”?). If you simply specify the domain name, you can save
a lot of trouble all around. One, plenty of Web-based companies include the .com
extension in their names, so the name is the Web address. Two, almost all current Web
browsers will fill in the www. and http:// prefixes for you—why make the reader type
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in extra characters?
But on the other hand, there’s no shortage of Web addresses that don’t start with
www.—not to mention the few heretical Web addresses that depart from the standard
http://. (For instance, banking and other sites may start with https://, with that s
denoting an encrypted connection secured against eavesdropping.)
Hence, I continue to insist on the full Web address. I am losing this fight, though,
both at my office and in this book. It grates on me—why not be consistent and
minimize reader confusion?—but I have, so far, been unable to drag everybody else
along. (People become quite passionate about these matters. We editors take pride in
the inventive patches we’ve used to construct our preferred-usage crazy quilts.)
I do have one consolation, though: The fashion for addresses, along with other
Internet-related conventions, will almost certainly change yet again. But we’re not
going to make deadlines, and we’re not going to be taken seriously, if we start from
scratch stylistically every day. We can’t wait until matters of style settle down; we
have work to do today.
This book can help you settle an argument or start one, if you need to, perhaps with
the guy down the hall who insists on lowercasing the web but wants you to know that
he is a Webmaster. Editors are still the arbiters of much that is happening in
publishing; they have their work cut out for them. Fortunately, they have this book.
Rob Pegoraro (rob@twp.com)
Consumer electronics editor, Washington Post
Spring 2000
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1
The New Publishing Landscape
and Lexicon

R

emember those classic TV commercials with the lonely Maytag repairman? He
gamely waited for service calls from customers whose appliances never needed
fixing. The character actor who played him for many years died, and Maytag
vice president Jeff Davidoff told Parade magazine (March 12, 2007) what the
manufacturer was seeking in his replacement: “We want to revamp that 40-year-old
TV character. We’re in search of a new spokesman who is more edgy and hip.”
Edginess—even bleeding-edginess—and a hip attitude (whatever that means—
mainstream hipness is always a few steps behind the truly avant-garde) are part of the
zeitgeist. But a “more edgy and hip” appliance spokesperson?
Trying too hard to seem edgy can backfire. Take, for example, a beat-up,
windowless van spewing exhaust fumes and driven by a tired-looking guy in a ballcap
and jumpsuit. The van sported a neatly lettered sign: “Pest Control for the 21st
Century!” The boast seems weird—are the bugs of the millennium different, or the
poisons?
But aside from that sort of posing, the cultural and intellectual spirit of the times is
anchored in one all-encompassing attribute: newness. Wave after wave of newness.
New thinking, redefined roles. Redefined standards, new vocabulary, redefined
mandates. And almost all the newness is based on unprecedented communication and
publishing capabilities. New is the new normal.
Innovation itself—the process of making new things and remaking old things—can
be a threat, a promise, a boon, and a stressor. We’re too close to the zeitgeist to see it
clearly; it’s all happening so fast, and the ripple effects are so far-reaching.
Not everyone is enthusiastic about being bombarded 24/7 by a relentless flow of
gadgets, new versions of software, and streams of data. A strong undercurrent of
nostalgia for low-tech creature comforts and high-touch business encounters pulls
counter to the sea-change default. What do many people use their huge flatscreen wall
TVs for during winter holiday parties? The image of a roaring fire in a homey brick
fireplace, with centuries-old music wafting from digital speakers.
As many familiar toys, tools, and touchstones are replaced by “improved” versions,
a feeling of confidence in our mastery of the basics is another casualty. Despite
decades of respectable print-world chops, some pros feel they’re losing traction.
Newcomers to the content-creation game can become impatient with the angst of their
elders: “What’s the big deal? You taught us in school that change is the only constant,
so why get upset about constant change?”
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Regardless of how instantly, frequently, or cheerfully we adopt the Next Big Thing,
all of us have homework to do. The future belongs to those who find the way forward
without forgetting that the point of publishing is to meet the needs of our audiences.
New technology does not change that—though it has altered the traditional
relationships between content creator, publisher, and audience.
So we begin with a handful of words that are inextricable from the new landscape—
a word we use wryly, since land has little to do with it (Netscape was taken). Simply
following the synonyms and examples leads to greater awareness of the concepts
driving the Internet age. What exactly does electronic mean, anyway? What’s the
difference between new media and multimedia? Digital and electronic and wireless?
The Internet and the Web?
Precision and clarity in personal and professional writing matter more than ever, not
less, as we all struggle to find relevant, meaningful information in a virtual whiteout of
talk and data. Making a typo is not the worst thing in the world; wasting the time of
people honoring you with their attention is.
A caveat: Even the broad range of technical sources cited in these definitions do not
agree completely on what exactly each term means. But that doesn’t mean conserving
clear usage distinctions is obsolete. It’s proof that assuming “they’ll know what I’m
saying—keep it loose, it’s the Internet” is risky. A speedily, globally relayed message
that misses its mark is just a hand-basket to hell on wheels.
Chew on these terms; let them lead you to others; keep asking questions. This
Internet thing isn’t a done deal, you know. We’re making it up as we go, which means
we have a say in the directions it takes.
new media. The term new media is most often used now to refer to all non-printed
media. But it gets tossed around.
From webopedia.com:
A generic term for the many different forms of electronic communication that
are made possible through the use of computer technology. The term is in
relation to “old” media forms, such as print newspapers and magazines, that are
static representations of text and graphics. New media includes:
Web sites
streaming audio and video
chat rooms
e-mail
online communities
Web advertising
DVD and CD-ROM media
virtual reality environments
integration of digital data with the telephone, such as Internet telephony
digital cameras
14

mobile computing
Use of the term new media implies that the data communication is happening
between desktop and laptop computers and handhelds, such as PDAs, and the
media they take data from, such as compact discs and floppy disks.
Uh oh. That definition, updated in August 2003, already seems old. It’s missing some
significant media forms: blogs, RSS, and instant messaging, for starters. Know anyone
who’s sent data via cell phone from a floppy disk lately? This just goes to show that
even Web resources have trouble keeping up with the times.
multimedia. This definition from wikipedia.com illustrates how easy it is to follow
Web links to related terms, growing your tech vocabulary and gaining a conceptual
foundation:
Uses multiple forms of information content and information processing (e.g.,
text, audio, graphics, animation, video, interactivity) to inform or entertain the
(user) audience. Multimedia also refers to the use of (but is not limited to)
electronic media to store and experience multimedia content. Multimedia is
similar to traditional mixed media in fine art, but with a broader scope. The term
“rich media” is synonymous with interactive multimedia.
From answers.com:
Of or relating to the combined use of several media: a multimedia installation at
the art gallery.
From scala.com:
The term multimedia describes a number of diverse technologies that allow
visual and audio media to be combined in new ways for the purpose of
communicating. Applications include entertainment, education and advertising.
Multimedia often refers to computer technologies. Nearly every PC built today
is capable of multimedia because they include a CD-ROM or DVD drive, and a
good sound and video card (often built into the motherboard). But the term
multimedia also describes a number of dedicated media appliances, such as
digital video recorders (DVRs), interactive television, MP3 players, advanced
wireless devices and public video displays.
Here’s a grassroots example of multimedia (from a press release, edited): “The lyrics
and music to the song ‘I Sure Wish a Man Could Be More Like a Dog’ were written by
Gini Graham Scott, an Oakland book author and songwriter whose fascination with
dogs led to a series of Web sites, books, and games about dogs such as
doyoulooklikeyourdog.com and whatkindofdogareyou.com. There will be game
videos soon, too”—and no doubt a song video.
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digital. This is one of the most loosely used terms—and it has meanings outside
computing, too. The definition from PC Magazine’s Web encyclopedia is the simplest
and most accurate:
Traditionally, digital means the use of numbers and the term comes from digit,
or finger. Today, digital is synonymous with computer. See also Digital
Equipment.
More from pcmag.com/encyclopedia:
The 0s and 1s of digital data mean more than just on and off. They mean perfect
copying. When information, music, voice and video are turned into binary
digital form, they can be electronically manipulated, preserved and regenerated
perfectly at high speed. The millionth copy of a computer file is exactly the
same as the original. While this continually drives the software and content
publishers crazy protecting their copyrights, it is nevertheless a major advantage
of digital processing.
From neoninc.com:
Describes a method of storing, processing and transmitting information through
the use of distinct electronic or optical pulses that represent the binary digits 0
and 1. Digital transmission/switching technologies employ a sequence of
discrete, distinct pulses to represent information, as opposed to the continuously
variable analog signal.
From thefreedictionary.com:
Computer science: Of or relating to a device that can read, write, or store
information that is represented in numerical form. See Usage Note at virtual.
Electronics: The branch of physics that deals with the emission and effects
of electrons and with the use of electronic devices. A circuit or device that
represents magnitudes in digits: digital computer. Using or giving a reading in
digits: digital clock. Displaying numbers rather than scale positions: digital
clock, digital readout.
wireless. From searchnetworking.techtarget.com, just a few of a slew of definitions
from other Web sites—all slightly different:
Using the radio-frequency spectrum for transmitting and receiving voice, data
and video signals for communications. (braddye.com/glossary.html)
Refers to communications , monitoring or control systems in which
electromagnetic or acoustic waves carry a signal through atmospheric space rather
than along a wire. (voiceanddata.com.au/vd/admin/glossary.asp)
Refers to the type of broadband connection where information is sent from and
arrives at a computer through transmission towers.
16

(largebande.gc.ca/pub/technologies/bbdictionary.html)
Refers to telecommunication in which electromagnetic waves (rather than some
form of wire) carry the signal over part or all of the communication path. Some
monitoring devices, such as intrusion alarms, employ acoustic waves at
frequencies above the range of human hearing; these are also sometimes classified
as wireless. (grb.uk.com/263.0.html)
A general designation for communication without wires. In networking, common
wireless standards include 802.11b and Bluetooth. Both standards broadcast over
the 2.4 gigahertz band. Cellular, satellite, microwave, and infrared broadcasting
are also forms of wireless communication.
(atmmarketplace.com/news_story_10150.htm>news_story_10150.htm)
The ability of a computer to access e-mails and the Internet without being
physically connected by cable. (winters.co.uk/factsheets/ecommerce.html)
The nodes or computers on a wireless LAN do not hook up to each other with
wires, but communicate with microwave or infrared transmission.
(sqatester.com/glossary/)
Network or device using electromagnetic waves—including rf, infrared, laser,
visible light and acoustic energy—for transmissions. (sb-systems.com/mobilephones-glossary-window.html)
Wireless was an old-fashioned term for a radio receiver, referring to its use as a
wireless telegraph. The term is widely used to describe modern wireless
connections such as wireless broadband Internet. (en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wireless)
As an illustration of how hard it can be to pin down tech terms with overlapping
applications, this definition-by-example from proxicast.com/support/glossary.htm
requires us to understand what wireless is by recognizing terms for what it does:
“Without wires, or any telecommunication that uses broadcast (radio) technology
versus copper wires (land lines). Most typically, cellular or digital communications.”
The last word is a contrarian definition of wireless from a cable manufacturer,
bwcecom.belden.com/college/Cable101/wire%20glossary.htm:
Really a misnomer. Belden makes a variety of cables needed to build the
transmitting infrastructure required to support “wireless” devices. Wireless is a
technology that allows a device (phone, pager or satellite dish) to be
unconnected from the transmission point of a voice, video or data signal. The
transmission infrastructure required to support such wireless devices is a wired
platform of transmission towers and stations that communicate point to point
and to telephone central offices.
Internet. We say this is a book about Internet style; let us now admit that we are using
the term Internet loosely to mean all the ways and means that allow digitally powered
collaborative, decentralized, and customized publishing. And by publishing we mean
both (a) the act or process of preparing written and graphic material for presentation to
an audience and (b) putting information into the public arena. Note that by written we
don’t mean only printed; Internet content is built one word or image at a time, just like
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printed content.
Here’s a more contemporary definition from paperwise.com: “Publishing is the
routing of content to the appropriate recipients either through paper or electronically
through portals, an intranet, an extranet, email, or fax.” (An extranet is a public Web
site.)
Along with many professional publishers, when we say Internet style we’re talking
not about the technology per se but about what it allows communicators to do: reach
audiences one at a time, or via niche or broad-spectrum public sites and forums.
Broad- and narrowcast the same content in different presentations to localized,
regional, and international audiences. Bring people together in communities and on
sites that allow them to sample possibilities and select for themselves what’s useful
enough to take in and take away.
But in the interest of precision, we acknowledge that the Internet is not a synonym
for everything electronic. It’s not a synonym for the Web, either.
As webopedia.com distinguishes them: “The Internet, not the Web, is used for email, which relies on SMTP, Usenet news groups, instant messaging, and FTP. The
Web is just a portion of the Internet, albeit a large portion, and the two terms are not
synonymous and should not be confused.” More on the Internet from webopedia:
A global network connecting millions of computers. More than 100 countries
are linked into exchanges of data, news and opinions.
Unlike online services, which are centrally controlled, the Internet is
decentralized by design. Each Internet computer, called a host, is independent.
Its operators can choose which Internet services to use and which local services
to make available to the global Internet community. Remarkably, this anarchy by
design works exceedingly well. There are a variety of ways to access the
Internet. Most online services...offer access to some Internet services. It is also
possible to gain access through a commercial Internet Service Provider (ISP).
Finally, from a unanimous Federal Networking Council (FNC) Resolution, which was
developed in consultation with the leadership of the Internet and Intellectual Property
Rights (IPR) Communities, passed in October 1995:
“Internet” refers to the global information system that—
(i) is logically linked together by a globally unique address space based on the
Internet Protocol (IP) or its subsequent extensions/follow-ons;
(ii) is able to support communications using the Transmission Control
Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) suite or its subsequent extensions/followons, and/or other IP-compatible protocols; and
(iii) provides, uses or makes accessible, either publicly or privately, high-level
services layered on the communications and related infrastructure described
herein.
Web. It sounds old-fashioned to use World Wide Web; most of us have shortened it to
Web by now. And most of us who are not Web historians or IT professionals conflate
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its meaning with the Internet.
From webopedia.com’s definition of World Wide Web:
A system of Internet servers that support specially formatted documents. The
documents are formatted in a markup language called HTML (HyperText
Markup Language) that supports links to other documents, as well as graphics,
audio, and video files. This means you can jump from one document to another
simply by clicking on hot spots. Not all Internet servers are part of the World
Wide Web.
There are several applications called Web browsers that make it easy to
access the World Wide Web; two of the most popular [are] Netscape Navigator
and Microsoft’s Internet Explorer.
From Oracle’s online glossary, orafaq.com:
An electronic network of computers that includes nearly every university,
government, and research facility in the world. Also included are many
commercial sites. It started with four interconnected computers in 1969 and was
known as ARPANET.
Webopedia helpfully explains the basic difference between the Internet and the Web
[edited]:
The Internet is a networking infrastructure that allows any computer to
communicate with any other computer if both are connected to the Internet.
Information that travels over the Internet does so via a variety of languages
known as protocols; thus, the Internet infrastructure functions as a medium.
The Web is an information-sharing model built on top of the Internet—and
it’s just one of the ways information can be accessed from and disseminated
over the Internet.
The Web uses the HTTP protocol to transmit data—and that’s only one of
the languages spoken over the Internet. Web services use HTTP to allow
applications to exchange information. The Web also utilizes browsers to access
Web documents, called Web pages, linked to each other via hyperlinks. Web
documents can contain graphics, sounds, text, and video.
Web 2.0. In chapter 4, Taylor Walsh talks about the relevance of Web 2.0 for writers
and editors. O’Reilly Media coined the phrase back in the old days of 2004 to refer to
the so-called second generation of Web-based services—social networking sites,
wikis, e-communication tools, and folksonomies—that emphasize online collaboration
and sharing among users. Folksonomy, a term coined in 2004 by information architect
Thomas Vander Wal, is, he says, the “personal free tagging of information and objects
(anything with a URL) for one’s own retrieval. The tagging is done in a social
environment (shared and open to others). The act of tagging is done by the person
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consuming the information.” An example is the photo-sharing Web site Flickr. (See
what we mean about learning the vocabulary itself to shine a light on the new
publishing models?)
In 2005, at the first Web 2.0 conference, Tim O’Reilly gave examples of companies
or products that could exist only on the Internet, “deriving their power from the human
connections and network effects Web 2.0 makes possible, and growing in effectiveness
the more people use them.” He named eBay, craigslist, Wikipedia, del.icio.us, Skype,
dodgeball, and Adsense. A number of newer ones like digg.com would qualify, too.
O’Reilly provided a compact definition of Web 2.0 in 2006:
Web 2.0 is the business revolution in the computer industry caused by the move
to the Internet as platform, and an attempt to understand the rules for success on
that new platform. Chief among those rules is this: Build applications that
harness network effects to get better the more people use them.
The “Time bar of Web 2.0 buzz words,” a graphic showing the evolution of Web 2.0
lingo, is worth looking for on webopedia.com.
The Internet isn’t a magic medium, but it does have a powerful draw for people in
search of information. That’s how the Internet and the Web are justifying the
continued existence and expansion of brick-and-mortar libraries, as well as bookstores
(though stores online are faring better than stores on land).
The publishing landscape doesn’t look the same, and the way we talk about it
doesn’t sound the same. Let’s pack up the squirrelly technical lexicon for now and
look at some factors influencing the creation of valuable content.
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